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and of the site-they

occupying and obscuring it." 2

parts of the environment, but it's always coexist

literal and of the concrete as its primary mode o
via the incorporeal rather than through physical

constituent parts ." 3

instead on his now preferred medium , acrylic y

measure of the relative success of a piece, not necessarily that a new structure emerges,

with their ambience than did their predece ssors.
selection works employing multicolored lines o
the mid-eighties, works which forged a highly d

The character of any particular work is relative to its site, the proportions and forms subtly
calibrated in response to the architectonics of the area each inhabits. Both the actual
measurements and the tone or hue of the yam may be adapted or altered as the artist

Taken together these qualities permit the pieces

than that produced by metal, just as its matte su

significant connotations, its slightly fuzzy , soft

substructure may be used many times, it appears each time in a new light. It is the
but that a familiar one attains, in its present manifestation , a particular vibrancy or
actuality .''4

In choosing from his repertoire those three-dime
exhibition, Sandback eliminated early pieces w

begin to get what I want out of them only after many reworkings . Though the same

done with," he explained. "I continue to work with older schemata and formats , and often

way is my work illusionistic . Illusionistic art ref
towards something else. My work is full of illus

situation, by means of a stringent selection from his deliberately circumscribed lexicon-

other is dealing with an incomplete situation.'' 8

second floor gallery. He orients and grounds the viewer in a particular place , a specific
each sculpture newly parsed for the site. "I don't feel that once a piece is made , then it' s

"Fact and illusion are equivalents ," he asserts: ''

Sandback has seamlessly integrated older with newer pieces for his odyssey through Dia's

recognizing that the illusory an

differentiated itself from that of his immediate f

situation I'm after is only constructed in time slowly, with the individual sculptures as its

volume-while

Burgeoning during the heyday of Minimalism,

the particular space and time that they're in, but it may be that the more complete

feeling persists ," he avowed, in that same article from 1986, "that all my sculpture is part
of a continuing attitude and relationship to things .... The sculptures address themselves to

overwhelming or destroying that environment i

commentator on his work, the artist has elucidated his abiding wish "to be in some sort of
constituting material relationship with my environment " in limpid forthright terms : "My

of which also evolved from Minimalist precepts
implies disregarding the context. On the contrar

style and yet, as a result of the close interdependence of each work with the architectural

consistency and inventiveness , creating a body of work that is informed by a signature
site in which it is realized, ever different in its manifestations . Arguably still the best

based viewing, a phenomenological experiencin
been careful to distinguish his sculpture from ce

For three decades, Sandback has pursued these governing insights with remarkable

to different perspectives. 5 The apprehension of

reveal themselves over tim

ordinary matter-of -fact

occupy the same physical site as the viewer. In
"pedestrian space"-the

sculpture that did not have an inside , he found through his seemingly "casual act" the

transparent geometries or simple linear trajector

determining impulse remain at the heart of his practice today . For, in wanting to create
means whereby he "could assert a certain place or volume in its full materiality without

the point where the spectator concentrates less
the forms, than on the planar or volumetric com

possibilities for me," Fred Sandback wrote in 1986, looking back over twenty years of
activity to a seminal sculpture he had executed in 1966. 1 The key implications of that

intuitively adjusts a work with each new presen
sculptures, space takes on not only definition b

rectangular solid .. .lying on the floor. It was a casual act, but it seemed to open up a lot of

~"The first sculpture I made with a piece of string and a little wire was the outline of a
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